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	Geographical Information Systems (GIS) is a rapidly developing archaeological method which is moving from the domain of the computer specialist into that of the broader archaeological community. This comprehensive manual on the use of GIS in archaeology explores the concept of GIS and illustrates how it can be adapted for practical use. Examining issues such as spatial databases, data acquisition, spatial analysis, and techniques of visualization, the book is an essential tool for both students and professional archaeologists.
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WordPress 2.8 Themes CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	Themes are among the most powerful features that can be used to customize a web site and give it a professional look, especially in WordPress. Using custom themes you can brand your site for a particular corporate image, ensure standards compliance, and create easily navigable layouts. But most WordPress users still continue to use default...
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CCIE Security Practice Labs (CCIE Self-Study)Cisco Press, 2004
The explosive growth of the Internet economy over the past  several years and new IP-based enterprise applications has heightened  requirements for continuous availability of mission-critical data. Today's  network administrators and managers are under big pressure to satisfy  ever-increasing demands from customers, suppliers,...
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Nutrition and Cancer Prevention (Nutrition and Disease Prevention)CRC Press, 2005

	Epidemiological studies have estimated that approximately 35 percent of cancers are potentially avoidable by nutritional modification. These modifications include strategies such as caloric restriction and limitation of specific macro-nutrient groups. However, recent research indicates that what you eat may well be just as important as what...
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The Complete Idiot's Guide to the InternetPrentice Hall, 2001
A great resource for the inexperienced cybertraveler. Introduces you to Web multimedia, gopher, chat, and telnet and teaches you how to create your own Web page. Previous edition c1999. Softcover.

       Easily accessible and fun overview of everything the Internet  has to offerThe new edition weeds out some coverage of lesser used...
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Digital Cultural HeritageSpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book provides an overview of various application spheres and supports further innovations needed in information management and in the processes of knowledge generation. The professions, organizations and scientific associations involved are unusually challenged by the complexity of the data situation.
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Windows 2000: Quick FixesO'Reilly, 2001
O'Reilly and Associates is known mainly for publishing excellent books about programming languages and operating systems, and for catering to propellerheads' endless appetite for minor details. In Windows 2000 Quick Fixes, O'Reilly proves that it can put out equally excellent books for less technical users of operating systems--people...
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